


Whether you cure ambi-
ently, with hot water 
or steam, HammerHead
has the lining and curing 
systems you need.

CURE IT
YOUR WAY

HammerHead is excited to 
announce that we’ve just
launched a cure time and
epoxy resin calculator!

This mobile app helps you 
calculate resin/hardener 
mixtures and cure times
based on your project 
specifications. 

Available now for Android, 
IOS and Windows 8 mobile 
devices. 

HYDRALINER 
CALCULATOR
MOBILE APP!

HYDRALINER LATERAL LINING
The HydraLiner rehabilitation process can be used in a variety
of gravity and pressure applications such as sanitary sewers,
storm sewers, process piping, electrical conduits and ventilation
systems. Our system will allow you to repair cracked or broken
pipes, eliminate roots, bridge missing pipe sections and stop
infiltration and exfiltration. It can be used with virtually any 
pipe material including clay, cast, PVC, ABS and concrete. 
HydraLiner systems can rehabilitate lines with 22°, 45°, and
sweeping 90° bends and pipe diameter transitions. 

While conventional open cut replacement projects may take
several days plus the cost of restoration materials, multiple 
HydraLiner lining projects can be completed each day. 

HAMMERHEAD, YOUR PARTNER IN TRENCHLESS.
We will be with you every step of the way. HammerHead 
can provide all the equipment and support necessary as 
part of a standard package – from accessories and hands-on
training during live installations to ongoing technical support. 
We provide all the training and support you need, because 
we know that your success is our success.

There are no confusing territories or hidden costs either. 
HammerHead is committed to being your partner in trenchless
rehabilitation and replacement. 

LATERAL LINING SYSTEMS BY HAMMERHEAD



HammerHead has five
different drum models
available to fit your
needs. Choose from
economical stainless
steel or the revolution-
ary composite drums in
three diferent sizes.

FIVE DRUMS
AVAILABLE

Wet out tables, calibra-
tion tubes, nozzles, vac-
cum pumps and more.
HammerHead has a
complete line of acces-
sories for lateral CIPP.

COMPLETE
LINE OF 
ACCESSORIES

Cured in-place pipe (CIPP) lateral lining consists of a one-piece
continuous liner. The liner is saturated with resin and cured creat-
ing a one-piece, uniform cured in-place pipe.

HH LINER
Your cost effective solution for standard lining projects contain-
ing no bends or diameter transitions. Sizes include 4", 6", 8",
10" and 12". 

HHFLEX LINER
A highly flexible liner for applications with 45° bends, sweeping
90° bends and diameter transitions. For example, 4" to 6"
changes in diameter. Sizes include 2", 3", 4", 6" and 8". 

HH LINER–STEAM 
Engineered for high temperature applications, the HH Liner-
Steam is the cost effective lining solution for projects containing
no bends or diameter transitions. Sizes include 6", 8", 10" and
12". 

HHFLEX LINER–STEAM 
Engineered for high temperature steam cure applications, the
HHFlex Steam liner is a highly flexible liner for applications such
as 45° bends, sweeping 90° bends and diameter transitions. 
For example, 4" to 6" changes in diameter. Sizes include 4", 6"
and 8". 

HammerHead epoxy resins ad-
here the liner to the inner sur-
face of the pipe; forming a
composite system. This helps
prevent moisture between the
liner and the internal wall of
the pipe and prevents water
from permeating. Concrete
corrosion and normal corrosion
are also stopped by this
method. 

Our resins and hardeners work
together to form the epoxy
that, combined with our felt
liners, create the liner for the
HydraLiner System.

QUALITY LINING MATERIALS

THE FIRST 
COMPOSITE
INVERSION 
DRUM

STYRENE FREE RESINS
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CALL 800.331.6653
FOR A FREE PROJECT CONSULTATION TODAY.
800.331.6653 (USA only) | international: +1 262.567.8833 | web: www.hammerheadtrenchless.com | email: info@hammerheadmole.com

You demand profitable and 
effective lateral equipment
and rehabilitation methods
from a partner you can trust.

TRENCHLESS REPLACEMENT OF SEWER LATERALS 
WITH PORTABURST® LATERAL PIPE BURSTING SYSTEMS
A typical job site with the PortaBurst pipe bursting system is set
up at the house. Alternatively the unit can be set up in the base-
ment or at the clean out. The burst head is pulled through the
lateral, bursting the existing pipe, while simultaneously pulling in
the new pipe. Unlike the pipe lining process, pipe bursting lets
you install the same or larger size new HDPE pipe. PortaBurst
systems require small pits, reducing the amount of excavation
and associated surface disruption, resulting in an environmentally
friendly project.

NEW SERVICE INSTALLATIONS WITH 
HAMMERHEAD MOLE® PNEUMATIC PIERCING TOOLS
HammerHead Mole pneumatic piercing tools create a compact
hole for almost any underground installation with minimal disrup-
tion to landscapes, buildings or normal traffic flow.

The process is preferred by many contractors because of its low
operating cost per foot of installation, reasonable equipment in-
vestment, and easy-to-learn equipment operation. 

HammerHead is committed to being a 
one-stop shop for trenchless pipe bursting
and lining solutions for lateral rehabilitation.
TRENCHLESS LATERAL REHABILITATION WITH 
HYDRALINER CURED IN PLACE LINING SYSTEMS
Once the line is cleaned it is televised and recorded. Then the
HydraLiner material is measured, cut to length at the job site,
and a vacuum pump is attached to eliminate entrapped air 
and make the wet out process easier. A two-part, styrene free
resin is measured, mixed, and poured into the liner. The liner is
wet out and wound into the HydraLiner inversion drum. The liner
is then inverted into the pipe allowing the epoxy resin to bond
and seal with the host pipe and create a continuous rehabilitated
line without joints.

All work is performed in conformance with the industry standard
ASTM F 1216 Standard Practice for Rehabilitation of Existing
Pipelines and Conduits by the Inversion and Curing of a Resin
Impregnated Tube.


